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Classic Birch Store Anything
Medium Classroom Shelves

Store tons of materials quickly & easily—with a spacious storage unit that features two extra-wide
shelves! Specially designed with reinforced support beams, each super-sturdy shelf is built to hold
all types of classroom materials in a variety of sizes and weights. The super-wide design and
hardboard backing even make the unit perfect as a room divider—with smooth surfaces and eased
corners for added safety! Lifetime Warranty. Fully Assembled. GREENGUARD® Certified.

1

JJ175

Classic Birch Help-Yourself
Storage Center

With our super-accessible, kid-friendly storage center, children can easily help themselves to
classroom supplies! Our rugged birch center features 10 handy compartments in a variety of
sizes—all at just the right height for kids. Plus, the 5 open compartments on top are perfect for use
as cubbies…or with our Clear-View Bins (sold separately) for added organization! Lifetime
Warranty. Fully Assembled. GREENGUARD® Certified.

1

LM115

Clear-View Bins - Set of 5

End the “What’s inside?” guessing game with our Clear-View Bins. The bins are ideal for storing
toys, manipulatives, supplies—you name it! Each bin measures 13 1/2"l x 8"w x 5"h.

1

Unit Block Storage Cabinet Starter Set

Keep your classroom blocks neat, organized and accessible! Our roomy cabinet has storage space
for tons of blocks—with easy-rolling casters that let you transport the blocks anywhere in the
room. We’ve included labels that show where each block belongs, so children can put them away
by themslves! Hardwood storage cabinet perfectly stores our Hardwood Unit Blocks - Starter Set
and Soft Unit Blocks - Starter Set (sold separately). Lifetime Warranty. Fully Assembled.
GREENGUARD® Certified.

1

JJ347

LA201

2
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B250A

Hardwood Unit Blocks Starter Set

Our hardwood blocks are so durable, they’re backed by a 50-year guarantee! Each block is made of
solid hardrock maple, kiln-dried, sanded and beveled for perfect building balance—ensuring that
they’re the highest quality you can buy! They’re guaranteed classroom-tough and will stand up to
year after year of rough play. And if any block breaks or splinters within 50 years of the date of
purchase, we will replace it at no charge! Plus, as children design and build, they practice problem
solving, develop perception skills and explore basic math and science. Each block is precisely
related in size to the basic unit block (5 1/2"l x 2 3/4"w x 1 3/8"h) for a comfortable series of
relationships that makes it easy to create and learn. Set includes 108 blocks in 14 shapes.
Accessories sold separately. 50 years Warranty.

1

RJ10

Block Play Traffic Signs

Whether it’s “One Way” or “No U Turn,” young motorists get the message! Authentic
reproductions of actual road signs are scaled for block and transportation play. You get a set of 10
wooden signs; tallest measures 7 1/2" high.

1

Hardwood Community
Vehicles - Set of 10

Made of solid hardwood, our vehicles are built to stand up to years of hard-driving block play!
Detailed vehicles have easy-rolling wheels, with wooden axles drilled through the vehicles for extra
durability. Set comes with 10 vehicles in 10 designs, including a taxi, mail truck, fire engine, city bus
and more; 4" to 4 1/2" each.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for
children under 3 yrs.

1

Lakeshore Community Block
Play People

No city or town is complete without community workers! From a police officer with a badge and
cuffs to a scientist with goggles and a beaker, our block play figures have tons of realistic details
and represent a variety of occupations, ages and ethnicities. Plus, all 12 vinyl play figures are
molded to stand upright…and scaled perfectly to our Lakeshore Block Play People ; tallest figure
measures 5 1/2". 10-Year Warranty.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts.
Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

LM826

RR653
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RR759

Lakeshore Block Play People
with Differing Abilities

Increase the diversity of your block play community! The 6 vinyl play people include a variety of
ages, ethnicities and genders…with realistic details and adaptive equipment—from leg braces to a
hearing aid. Figures are scaled to our Lakeshore Block Play People ; tallest figure measures 5 1/2".
10-Year Warranty.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children
under 3 yrs.

$32.99

TT835

Around Town Play Carpet

Tour the town on our durable and comfy nylon carpet—featuring a school, a police station, a
park—even a car wash! Carpet features a nonskid backing to stay in place. Vehicles sold separately.

1

CB214

Jumbo Cardboard Blocks Master Set

Strong like bricks, yet light enough for a child to lift several with one hand! Our blocks are made of
incredibly durable cardboard…and their jumbo, lightweight design allows even little engineers to
create towering structures. The 40 blocks come in 3 colors and 3 sizes, and they’re all perfectly
proportioned for easy building. Largest block measures 12" in length. Easy assembly.

1

GG348

RR250

4

Turn your imaginative play area into a wild animal habitat…just add our amazingly detailed animals!
Classic Wild Animal Collection Diverse collection features both adult and baby animals, including several endangered species. Set
includes 18 vinyl animals and a guide; giraffe measures 8" tall.

1

Here are all the realistic animals children need to set up their own farm! Heavy-duty vinyl animals
include favorites like cows, pigs, horses and sheep. Set includes 19 animal figures in all, plus a guide.
Largest cow measures 5 1/2".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for
children under 3 yrs.

1

Classic Farm Animal
Collection
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LC815

Construction Worker
Costume

Caution—children at work! Kids can’t wait to act out pretend building adventures with our realistic
construction worker outfit. The easy-on costume features a sturdy hard hat, bright nylon vest and
fun-to-hold traffic sign. The school-quality costume fits children ages 3 to 6 years.

1

HH817

Our irresistible play treehouse has all the charm of the real thing! Scaled to our Treehouse
Furniture Set and Lakeshore Pose & Play Families , the 3-story hardwood house features 6 spacious
Lakeshore Giant Treehouse rooms that are accessible from front and back. Plus, the treehouse is packed with delightful details
that turn every day into an outdoor adventure—from fun rope ladders to a built-in slide!
Treehouse furniture and poseable families sold separately . Fully Assembled.

1

HH806

Treehouse Furniture Set

Adorably detailed furniture—for every room in the treehouse! Sized to fit the Lakeshore Giant
Treehouse and Lakeshore Pose & Play Families (both sold separately), our wooden set features
everything from chairs with leaf-shaped backrests and lamps with “mushroom” shades to a coffee
table with fun tree rings! You get a total of 46 pieces; sofa measures 5".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING
HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

DD965X

Lakeshore Pose & Play
Families - Complete Set

These adorable multi-ethnic dolls are made from flexible plastic—so they’re fully poseable!
Featuring bendable arms and legs, the dolls are easy to pose. Each family includes 5 easy-clean
dolls that are perfect for use in our dollhouses. Complete set includes all 4 families shown, for a
total of 20 dolls. Fathers measure 4 3/4" tall. Each family also available separately.

1

GG872

Lakeshore Community
Garages - Set of 8

Turn any block play space into a bustling community…with our realistic, super-sturdy garages! Each
one is perfectly scaled to our vehicles—with drive-through openings on both ends, so kids can zip in
and out of the post office, roll into the auto shop for a tune-up, drop “passengers” off at school and
more! Set includes 8 wooden garages, each 5"-6" in length. Vehicles sold separately.

1
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PP871

Castle Blocks

Our enchanting hardwood blocks let kids create a fascinating fortress, a spacious palace and more!
The durable, stackable blocks come in 12 unique shapes and are printed on every side with a fun
medieval theme—so kids can construct castles from all directions! Set includes 60 blocks. Largest
block measures 6".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children
under 3 yrs.

1

TT184

Waffle Builders

Our sturdy plastic waffle blocks fit together from every direction…for endless building
opportunities! The 80 interlocking pieces come in 5 styles and 5 colors in a handy storage box.
Largest piece measures 2 7/8" x 7 3/8".

1

DC346

Classic Dinosaur Collection

Children come face-to-face with their favorite prehistoric creatures—right in the classroom! Our
plastic dinosaur collection features 8 popular species children will love—from a baby stegosaurus
to a giant tyrannosaurus! Set includes 16 dinosaurs and a guide; large brachiosaurus measures 7
1/2" tall.

1

CS833

Big Bolt Construction - Starter
Set

Give children an irresistible introduction to tools—with a construction set sized for small hands!
Kids use our safe plastic hammers and wrenches to connect the chunky bolts, wheels, joints and
more…and as children build, they boost planning and motor skills. Set includes 100 pieces in a
handy plastic storage tub. Hammers measure 7" in length.

1

Beginner’s Hammering Kit

A hammering kit safe enough for beginners! Kids use plastic hammers to pound 36 plastic “nails”
into the durable foam board, then pry them out. When the board is worn out, zip off the burlap
cover, stretch it to remove the holes and replace the board with a new one! Board is designed to
limit the depth of nails, so they’re easy to pull out. Kit includes 4 hammers. Board measures 12"l x
12"w x 3 3/4"h.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children
under 3 yrs.

1

LC955
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Classic Birch Store Anything
Medium Classroom Shelves

Store tons of materials quickly & easily—with a spacious storage unit that features two extra-wide
shelves! Specially designed with reinforced support beams, each super-sturdy shelf is built to hold
all types of classroom materials in a variety of sizes and weights. The super-wide design and
hardboard backing even make the unit perfect as a room divider—with smooth surfaces and eased
corners for added safety! Lifetime Warranty. Fully Assembled. GREENGUARD® Certified.

1

JJ633

Classic Birch 12-Cubby
Storage Unit

This incredibly versatile unit makes it a cinch to store tons of classroom supplies…in super-easy
reach! Perfect alone or with our Clear-View Bins (sold separately), our hardwood unit has 12
spacious cubbies that hold everything from children’s belongings to art supplies, manipulatives and
more…or add it to our Classic Birch 20-Cubby Storage Unit or Classic Birch 8-Cubby Storage Unit
for even more storage space! Lifetime Warranty. Fully Assembled. GREENGUARD® Certified.

1

LM133

Clear-View Bins - Set of 12

End the “What’s inside?” guessing game with our Clear-View Bins. The bins are ideal for storing
toys, manipulatives, supplies—you name it! Perfect for use with our Classic Birch 12-Cubby Storage
Unit . Each bin measures 13 1/2"l x 8"w x 5"h.

1

Giant Lacing Buttons

Super-easy to hold and lace, our jumbo, textured buttons give early learners a sensory
experience—as they build key skills! Kids simply thread the laces through the extra-large holes to
develop fine motor skills, improve eye/hand coordination, and even learn to sort and pattern! The
big set includes 50 chunky buttons in 5 sizes, colors and hole patterns, plus five 23 1/2" laces with
plastic tips and built-in stoppers that hold the buttons in place. Largest buttons measure 3".

1

Math Center & Fine Motor

JJ347

EE227
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Geoboard Design Center

Give children hands-on geometry practice—at just the right level! Kids simply place an illustrated
activity mat on a 9" pegboard…then use rubber bands to build the shapes on the mat! You get 20
different mats that progress in difficulty, so children can build everything from squares and
octagons to spaceships and animals! Set includes 4 plastic pegboards and over 90 rubber bands,
plus a guide.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3
yrs.

1

Magna-Tiles® - Starter Set

Our translucent magnetic tiles give children a fun way to explore geometry concepts…as they build!
The durable plastic tiles have magnets built right in, so they stick together from every side—as kids
explore symmetry, area and perimeter, angles and more. You get 32 tiles in 5 shapes and 6 colors;
large squares measure 6".

1

Squeeze, Scoop & Count Ice
Cream Shop

Make counting practice a real treat! Kids count from 1 to 10 while adding scoops of “ice cream” to
a banana-split counting tray—building fine motor skills as they squeeze, scoop and play. Set
includes a ball storage container, 2 counting trays, 2 easy-grip scoops, 30 foam ice cream balls and
an activity guide. Counting trays measure 11 1/4" wide.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item
contains small parts and small balls. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

Size & Color Bug Counters

Math concepts are easy to grasp…with tons of kid-pleasing bugs for students to count, measure,
compare and sort! Our big jar includes 144 rubber beetles, spiders and butterflies—each in 3 sizes
and 4 colors. Large butterfly measures 1 1/2" in length. Set comes with an activity guide.⚠
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

Sea Animal Counters

Math concepts are easy to grasp…with tons of kid-pleasing sea animals for children to count,
measure, compare and sort! Our big jar includes 126 counters in 6 colors and 14 different species
of sea creatures—including sharks, sea turtles and whales. Each counter measures 1 3/4"-2 3/4" in
length. Set comes with an activity guide.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small
parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1
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Math concepts are easy to grasp…with tons of kid-pleasing teddy bears for children to count,
measure, compare and sort! Our big jar includes 120 plastic counters in 3 sizes and 4 bright colors;
Size & Color Teddy Counters
bears measure 1", 1 1/4" and 1 1/2" tall. Set comes with an activity guide.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING
HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

Linking Letter Monkeys Uppercase

Learning the alphabet is a snap when children get their hands on our cute linking monkeys! Each
colorful monkey has an uppercase letter printed right on its tummy—kids simply snap the monkeys’
hands together to sequence the alphabet, spell simple words and more! Set includes 26 plastic
monkeys; monkeys measure 2 1/2".

1

Unlock It! Number Match

Unlock the power of numbers! These corresponding keys and locks give children hands-on practice
with number recognition, matching and counting from 1 to 20—while building motor skills!
Children simply match the number on a key to the number word or stars on a lock. If the numbers
match, the key will turn—and the lock will open for instant reinforcement! Set includes 20 locks
and 20 matching keys; locks measure 3 1/4" tall.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains
small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

Number Train Floor Puzzle

Children create a number train loaded with fun and learning as they put together this giant floor
puzzle! From one teddy bear to 20 balloons, the puzzle includes numbered train cars carrying
corresponding quantities of objects, encouraging children to identify the numbers and put the cars
in numerical order. The sturdy, 21-piece puzzle features bright, inviting details kids will love to
complete, building fine motor control, concentration and problem-solving skills along the way. The
self-correcting puzzle measures 10' long.

1

Learn to Count! Picture
Puzzles

As children piece together our fun-filled puzzles, they get involving, hands-on practice with
numbers 1-10! Each self-correcting puzzle represents a different number—with a big numeral
piece, plus a corresponding number of objects for children to count. Children simply place the
chunky pieces into each hardwood board, building number recognition and mastering one-to-one
correspondence as they play! You get 10 puzzles with easy-grip, raised pieces; each measures 7
1/2" x 10".

1
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Busy Bugs Floor Puzzle

From marching ants to a buzzing bee, children discover lots of busy bugs as they put together this
giant floor puzzle! The puzzle highlights a variety of beautiful critters, encouraging children to
identify and observe each one. The sturdy, 48-piece puzzle features bright, inviting details kids will
love to complete, building fine motor control, concentration and problem-solving skills along the
way. The self-correcting puzzle measures 2' x 3'.

1

FF188

Little ones will love to explore colors, shapes and numbers with our simple hardwood puzzles!
Big Knob Learning Puzzle Set Each puzzle has 5 pieces with easy-grip giant knobs…plus corresponding words or numbers printed
on the boards! Set includes 3 puzzles in a storage rack. Puzzles measure 8 1/4" x 11 3/4".

1

DD561

Lakeshore Counting Cones

Our hands-on cones make counting practice a real treat! Kids simply snap the first scoop onto a
number cone…then easily nest additional scoops on top to match the numeral printed on the
cone—for frustration-free exploration of numbers and quantities through 10! Set comes with 55 ice
cream scoops—enough to complete all 10 cones at once. Plastic cones measure 2" tall.

1

RA313

Unifix® Cubes Tub

This convenient 6 1/2" plastic tub of 200 linking plastic cubes is perfect for patterning, exploring
place value, building number sense and more. Cubes come in 10 colors and measure 3/4" each. Tub
includes an activity guide.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for
children under 3 yrs.

1

RA838

1" Color Cubes

You get a convenient 6 1/2" plastic tub of 90 solid wood cubes in 8 vivid colors! Cubes measure 1"
each and include an activity guide.

1

PP1115
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Students get an instant, visual grasp of measurement concepts like length & width…as they conduct
simple investigations with our hands-on center! You get 24 activity cards with illustrated
How Long Is It? Measurement
instructions that are just right for beginners, plus 130 manipulatives to measure & compare! Feet
Center
measure 12" in length; with a 9" wooden card stand.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item
contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

EA292

Giant Sand Timer - 1 Minute

Our colorful sand timer provides a highly visual way to measure 60 seconds of time! Our timer has
been tested for accuracy…and features a giant, easy-view design that’s ideal for classroom use.
Timer measures 6 1/4" tall.

1

FD876

Student Gear Clocks - Set of 6

Our easy-to-read plastic clocks have geared hands that maintain the correct hour/minute
relationship. Set includes 6 clocks; each measures approximately 5" x 5".

1

Hands-On Sorting Tray

Children sort tons of objects—with a large skill-building tray that’s perfect for use with our Math
Counters ! Little ones just place the counters in the handy molded compartments to explore sorting
hands on…and easily keep the pieces in place as they work! Tray measures 10 3/4" x 14 1/4".
Counters sold separately.

1

Plastic Pattern Blocks

Children use our versatile blocks for patterning, counting, problem solving…even exploring early
geometry concepts! You get 250 plastic blocks in 6 shapes and 6 colors—all in a handy storage tub.
Hexagon measures approximately 2".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts.
Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

DD742

DA910
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TH4530

Pattern Blocks Design Cards

Little ones explore patterns, properties of shapes, symmetry and more! Designed for use with our
pattern blocks (sold separately), the 20 laminated cards gradually progress in difficulty, helping
children build skills at just the right level. Cards measure 8 1/2" x 11".

1

FD117

Indestructible Giant Beads &
Patterns

Our jumbo-sized beads are just right for small hands…and they’re made of unbreakable plastic, so
they’ll stand up to years and years of lacing! The 68 chubby beads come in 5 shapes and 4 colors,
and have extra-big holes for no-fail stringing. Plus, we’ve included 16 double-sided pattern cards
with a variety of patterning activities, so kids stay challenged as they perfect their skills! Beads
come in a tub with 10 laces; cube measures 1 3/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item
contains small ball. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

AA382

Easy-Grip Jumbo Pegs &
Pegboard Set

Our big, chunky pegs are a cinch for little hands to manipulate! Kids practice sorting, counting and
patterning as they stick jumbo 2" plastic pegs into the flexible foam board—or even stack them on
top of each other! Set includes 30 easy-grip pegs in 6 colors and an 8 1/2" x 8 1/2" board.

1

Giant Geometric Shapes

Students identify and analyze the characteristics of 3-dimensional figures—and get a solid grasp of
early geometry concepts! The 10 big shapes are perfectly related in size, so children can easily
compare attributes—and discover what makes each shape unique! Plus, the shapes are made of
super-tough plastic that’s ideal for classroom use. Cube measures 3 1/2".

1

Log Builders - Starter Set

A classic favorite! Our real wood building logs inspire children to build their own forts, villages,
cabins and more. The lightweight, notch-together logs have a safe, nontoxic finish and come with
roof pieces and a chimney. Set includes 162 pieces in 3 colors; longest piece measures 7 3/4".⚠
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

PP447

NR15
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RR750

These unbreakable blocks ensure building success! The soft bristles interlock when pushed together
and stay attached until pulled apart. The tough polyethylene pieces come in lots of shapes and
Bristle Builders® - Starter Set
sizes, including wheels that really turn. Set includes 51 pieces in 6 colors; largest piece measures 5
1/4" in length.

1

RA802

Dominoes

You get a convenient 6 1/2" plastic tub of 168 wooden dominoes—which includes 6 complete sets
of 28 dominoes! Dominoes come in 6 colors and include an activity guide; each domino measures 1
3/4" long.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3
yrs.

1

JJ314

Colors & Shapes Bingo

This fun-to-play bingo game makes it easy to master colors and shapes! It’s played just like
traditional bingo, only when you call out a color or shape, kids try to find it on their game cards!
Game includes all the materials you need for up to 36 players.

1

JJ312

Numbers Bingo

This easy-to-play bingo game gives kids a super-fun way to master numbers 1 through 20! It’s
played just like traditional bingo, only when you call out a number, kids try to find it on their game
cards! Game includes all the materials you need for up to 36 players.

1

Magnetic Numbers

It’s easy to explore early math skills…with chunky plastic numbers that stick to any magnetic
surface! You get 50 numbers from 0 to 9 in an assortment of colors; each measures 1 1/2" tall.
Magnetic board sold separately. ⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not
for children under 3 yrs.

1

LC208
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RA683

Math Links

These sturdy plastic links snap together with ease! You get a convenient 6 1/2" plastic tub of 500
links in 4 colors, plus an activity guide. Links measure 1 5/8" each.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD
- Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

LL979

Area Tiles

Reinforce area and perimeter in a concrete, visual way—with our giant set of 600 tiles! Tiles
measure 1".

1

DA910

Plastic Pattern Blocks

Children use our versatile blocks for patterning, counting, problem solving…even exploring early
geometry concepts! You get 250 plastic blocks in 6 shapes and 6 colors—all in a handy storage tub.
Hexagon measures approximately 2".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts.
Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

TH4530

Pattern Blocks Design Cards

Little ones explore patterns, properties of shapes, symmetry and more! Designed for use with our
pattern blocks (sold separately), the 20 laminated cards gradually progress in difficulty, helping
children build skills at just the right level. Cards measure 8 1/2" x 11".

1

Gumball Grab Pre-Writing
Game

Children get hands-on practice with sorting and matching—while building the muscle control they
need to start writing! Kids just grip the tweezer tongs like a pencil to grab, sort and release
gumballs onto their mats, getting tons of practice while they play! You get 4 game mats, 4 tweezer
tongs, 40 question cards and a game board with 40 balls in 5 different colors.⚠ WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts and small balls. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

TT818
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FA219

Big Tape Measure

Tough plastic tape, an easy-grip handle and a fun, windup design make this jumbo tape measure
ideal for kids! Inch and centimeter marks go up to 63".

1

BC301

Tabletop Hardwood Blocks Starter Set

A giant set of colorful building blocks—perfectly sized for tabletop play! Our hardwood blocks are
just right for small spaces, and they come in 9 shapes and 5 colors...for tons of building fun. Set
includes 50 blocks; longest measures 3 1/2".

1

RE981

Numbers & Counting Theme
Book Library

The perfect complement to our Numbers & Counting Theme Box , this terrific library has 5 superengaging paperback books specially selected to strengthen children’s understanding of numbers!
Delightful illustrations and simple text help children count fireflies, look for numbers in a big city
and more.

1

Touch & Match Counting
Cards

Math practice meets tactile exploration—with super-cute match-ups children can’t wait to get their
hands on! Kids just select a textured picture card and touch each animal as they count to 20...then
find the matching number card to show their answer. Plus, the self-checking match-ups are divided
into four leveled pockets—helping children learn to count to 5, 10, 15 and 20! You get 40 tactile
cards, 40 number cards and 4 activity pockets, plus an activity guide. Pockets measure 4" x 9 3/4".

1

Lacing Animals

Here’s an engaging way to build eye/hand coordination and fine motor control! This fun lacing set
is made especially for small hands—children just thread the laces through the holes in the animalshaped boards. You get 16 sturdy plastic animal shapes in the 4 designs and colors shown, plus
sixteen 32" plastic-tip laces in 4 colors. Dolphins measure 5 3/4" in length.

1

GG617

BD292
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1

Nature and Science

JJ175

Classic Birch Help-Yourself
Storage Center

With our super-accessible, kid-friendly storage center, children can easily help themselves to
classroom supplies! Our rugged birch center features 10 handy compartments in a variety of
sizes—all at just the right height for kids. Plus, the 5 open compartments on top are perfect for use
as cubbies…or with our Clear-View Bins (sold separately) for added organization! Lifetime
Warranty. Fully Assembled. GREENGUARD® Certified.

LM115

Clear-View Bins - Set of 5

End the “What’s inside?” guessing game with our Clear-View Bins. The bins are ideal for storing
toys, manipulatives, supplies—you name it! Each bin measures 13 1/2"l x 8"w x 5"h.

1

Insects Specimen Center

As children explore and examine our fascinating insect specimens, they’ll feel just like real scientists
making incredible discoveries! Students simply use the magnifier in the center to investigate 5
amazing specimens—from a silkworm cocoon and a stag beetle to a super-realistic dragonfly fossil.
Then children explore the corresponding photo cards to learn even more about each animal…as
they study the full-color photos on front and learn the exciting facts on back! Center comes with 5
real or replica specimens, 5 cards, a magnifier and a guide. Cards measure 5 1/2" x 7".

1

As children explore and examine our fascinating mammal specimens, they’ll feel just like real
scientists making incredible discoveries! Students simply use the magnifier in the center to
investigate 5 amazing specimens—from a black bear claw and a hippopotamus tooth to a superMammals Specimen Center
realistic beaver skull. Then children explore the corresponding photo cards to learn even more
about each animal…as they study the full-color photos on front and learn the exciting facts on back!
Center comes with 5 replica specimens, 5 cards, a magnifier and a guide. Cards measure 5 1/2" x 7".

1

HH585

HH580
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Kids learn how magnets attract and repel—as they “magically” move objects across a table, make
magnets float in midair and more! Our ready-to-use kit is packed with materials for hands-on
exploration, including 6 photo activity cards with simple visual instructions—so kids can conduct
Can Do! Magnets Discovery
experiments on their own. Plus, you get everything children need to complete the
Kit
activities—including various types of magnets, iron filings and colored plastic disks. Storage canister
measures 6 1/2" tall.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts and small balls.
Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

Classroom Stopwatch

Our high-quality stopwatches are perfect for timing all sorts of activities—from hopping and
skipping to running! Each six-digit LCD stopwatch features stop and start timing for one or two
students, a time and day display, an alarm and more. Cords measure 18".

1

GR700

Life Cycle Sequencing Kit

Children get an intriguing view of 3 unique life cycles—with a sequencing kit that puts science
concepts right at their fingertips! Our kit highlights the life cycles of a butterfly, a chicken and a
frog—with 5 realistic manipulatives for each animal. Each manipulative shows a different stage in
the animal’s life cycle—from egg to adult—so children can put them in sequential order…or
compare one animal’s life cycle to another! Kit includes 15 vinyl manipulatives; butterfly measures
4 5/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

BA109

See-Inside Bucket Balance

Our super-versatile bucket balance gives children a clear view of science in action! Each removable,
see-inside bucket holds both liquids & solids...so kids can observe, weigh and compare water, rocks,
feathers, sand and much more. Durable plastic balance measures 15 1/2" wide.

1

See It Grow Plant Lab

Seeds grow right before your eyes! You get three plexiglas greenhouses containing a nontoxic gel
that accelerates growth and gives children a clear view of the roots. The gel contains all the
nutrients the plants need—no watering required! Lab includes all you need for 3 plants.
Greenhouses measure 4 3/4".

1

XK556

GR242
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FS489

Kid-Sized Flashlights - Set of 6

Our sturdy LED flashlights are lightweight and sized just right for kids’ hands! Set includes 6 plastic
flashlights; each measures 6 1/4". Each requires 2 “AA” batteries (not included).⚠ WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

LA653

Shatterproof Safety Mirrors Set of 12

Our thick, shatterproof plastic mirrors won’t bend or warp—so they provide a super-clear view!
Perfect for light experiments, making observations, conducting investigations and gaining
experience using science tools, the classroom-safe mirrors measure 3" x 4".

1

FS244

Children explore their surroundings with easy-to-use binoculars made just for them! Rugged plastic
Kid-Sized Binoculars - Set of 6 binoculars feature 3X magnification, plus a neck strap with a safe, breakaway closure. Set includes
six 4 1/4" pairs in 3 colors.

1

FS383

These flexible plastic goggles are perfect for children…with ventilation holes on top and bottom,
Kid-Sized Safety Goggles - Set
plus a stretchy strap in back that adjusts for a perfect fit. You get 6 pairs of goggles in 3 colors; each
of 6
pair of goggles measures 6".

1

TT692

Sequencing life cycles is a breeze—with a hands-on learning center that comes ready to use! Our
instant center has everything children need to build skills independently: Just set out the materials
and introduce the activity…then kids use the included activity strips and life cycle cards to sequence
Life Cycles Instant Learning
4 different life cycles—at their own pace! The center has enough materials for up to 4 children to
Center
work at once, including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the
activities…and simple picture instructions, so even nonreaders can participate. Center includes 16
life cycle cards, 4 sequencing strips, plus a write & wipe assessment card to track children’s
progress.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1
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LA445

Student Thermometers - Set
of 12

Glass thermometers are secured to thick plastic backings with easy-to-read numbers.
Thermometers measure 1" x 6".

1

SE712

Sensory Match Seashells

Made from 100% eco-friendly materials, these realistic seashells bring a touch of nature to any
sand and water center! Featuring six different tactile surfaces, the shells are great for sensory
exploration, making impressions in sand and dough, and more. You get 36 shells in 3 sizes, a
storage bag and a guide. Largest shell measures approximately 2 3/5".

1

TT548

Lakeshore Heavy-Duty
Magnifier

Our heavy-duty magnifier is designed just for children! It has a thick, high-quality lens that
magnifies without distorting, a sturdy plastic frame, plus a chunky handle that children can really
get a grip on. Magnifier measures 8".

3

Can Do! Color & Light
Discovery Kit

Our ready-to-use kit invites children to discover color and light…with tons of materials for hands-on
exploration! Kit comes with 6 photo activity cards that make it a cinch for kids to conduct
experiments on their own—with no reading required! Plus, you get everything children need to
complete the activities—including 2 mirrors, 4 color paddles, a flashlight and more.⚠ WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

Animals Science Viewer

Venture into the wildest corners of Earth—to see animals up close! Our kid-sized viewer comes
packed with amazingly lifelike photos and is super-easy for little ones to use: Children just slide a
disk in…then pull the lever to switch from one fascinating photo to the next! Rugged plastic viewer
comes with 35 photos on 5 disks. Viewer measures 4 1/2".

1

HH221

LL601
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1

Dramatic Play

20

JJ175

Classic Birch Help-Yourself
Storage Center

With our super-accessible, kid-friendly storage center, children can easily help themselves to
classroom supplies! Our rugged birch center features 10 handy compartments in a variety of
sizes—all at just the right height for kids. Plus, the 5 open compartments on top are perfect for use
as cubbies…or with our Clear-View Bins (sold separately) for added organization! Lifetime
Warranty. Fully Assembled. GREENGUARD® Certified.

LM120

Clear-View Bins - Set of 10

You get a set of 10 super-tough plastic bins; each bin measures 13 1/2" x 8" x 5" high.

1

LC161

Comfy Rectangular Classroom
Carpet - 6' x 9' - Navy Blue

These rectangular, extra-plush carpets are made of thick, soil-resistant synthetic fiber that’s
incredibly cozy—yet rugged enough to withstand the toughest classroom use! Plus, the carpets
feature rich, inviting colors that resist fading year after year...with a sturdy, flexible backing that
provides superior support—so carpets lie flat. 10-Year Warranty.

1

LK656

Give children super-comfy seating that reminds them of home—with our incredibly durable, childsized chair! With the familiar look of cozy living room furniture, our wipe-clean textured vinyl chair
Just Like Home™ Comfy Chair
has a sturdy wooden frame and cushy foam padding, plus a super-rugged design that’s made to last
and last! Fully Assembled.

1
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LK657

Just Like Home™ Comfy
Couch

Give children comfortable seating that reminds them of home—with our incredibly durable childsized couch! Featuring the familiar look of cozy living room furniture, the wipe-clean textured vinyl
couch has a sturdy wooden frame and cushy foam padding, plus a super-rugged design that’s made
to last and last! Fully Assembled.

1

Here’s the perfect place to store costumes and accessories—and with a full-length mirror, it’s the
perfect place to play dress-up! Hardwood center has an open “closet” area, so kids can reach in
Space-Saver Dress-Up Center
from either side to grab a costume off the 8 handy hooks. Plus, each side has a shelf above and
below for small items like hats and shoes. With a shatterproof mirror attached to one side. Lifetime
Warranty. Fully Assembled. GREENGUARD® Certified.

1

JJ845

Our 3-piece, child-sized dinette is perfect for role-playing mealtimes, eating a snack or even
Butcher-Block Table and Chair expanding classroom work space. The solidly built wooden table has a wipe-clean butcher-block
Set
top and smooth, rounded edging that prevents snags. Simple assembly. Play dishes and food sold
separately.

1

LC55

Super Housecleaning Set

Scaled for small children, these mops and brooms are durably constructed to provide years of use!
Our set consists of an industrial-quality push broom, corn broom, cotton yarn wet mop, dust mop,
plastic dustpan and whisk broom. You get 6 pieces; dust mop measures 31 1/4". Stand sold
separately.

1

JJ581

Stand for Housecleaning Set

This handy hardwood stand lets you neatly and easily store our Super Housecleaning Set . Stand
measures 18" tall. Simple assembly.

1

WB885
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All-In-One Kitchen

A refrigerator, a microwave, a hutch, a sink, a stove and an oven—in one space-saving unit!
Hardwood kitchen has 4 pretend burners, real-turning knobs, plexiglas windows in the microwave
and oven, and a super-realistic faucet. And there’s plenty of space for play dishes and food,
including a storage area below the sink. Play dishes and food sold separately. Fully Assembled.
GREENGUARD® Certified.

1

Best-Buy Multicultural Play
Food Assortment

Here’s a great way to introduce children to cultures from around the world! Our giant play food set
includes 100 rugged plastic pieces representing cuisine from Japan, Italy, China and Mexico—from
sushi rolls and Italian sausage to steamed dumplings and tortilla chips. Set comes in a storage tub
with an illustrated guide identifying each type of food. Pizza measures 6 1/2".⚠ WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

LA427

Best-Buy Kitchen Playset

Children feel all grown up as they make and serve pretend meals with our realistic playset. We’ve
filled our giant set with plates, cups, pots, knives and forks—just about everything but the kitchen
sink! Set includes 60 sturdy plastic pieces: service for 6, tray, teapot, sugar bowl and creamer, 3
pots with lids and more; plate measures 5 1/4".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains
small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

RR896

Let’s Go Shopping Vegetable
Basket

Our easy-tote basket is brimming with life-sized vegetables—perfect for adding a realistic touch to
play kitchens and stores…or for introducing nutrition concepts! The big plastic basket comes
packed with 15 durable plastic vegetable pieces. Basket measures 11"l x 8 1/2"w x 5"h.

1

LM365

Best-Buy Play Food
Assortment

From pizza complete with toppings to nutritious sandwich fixings, our huge assortment of play food
is a feast for the imagination! We’ve included lots of deliciously realistic play food for breakfast,
lunch, dinner…even snacks and desserts! The 100 plastic pieces come in a tub. Each taco measures
4 1/4" in length.

1

LC371

LM366
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EE558

Lakeshore Hardwood Doll
Crib

Our sturdy hardwood crib keeps children’s dolls safe and snug! Beautifully crafted crib features
smooth, rounded edges and a classroom-tough design. Doll crib measures 22"w x 13 1/4"d x 12
1/2"h; fits dolls up to 18" in length. Doll and bedding set sold separately. Fully Assembled.

1

TT788

Doll Bedding Set

Machine-washable set includes a mattress, quilt, sheet and pillow—all perfect for the Lakeshore
Hardwood Doll Crib .

1

DS800X

Big Huggable & Washable
Baby Dolls - Complete Set

Cute, cuddly and a cinch to care for, our big baby dolls are completely machine-washable! Each
squeezably soft multi-ethnic doll has all the details of a real baby…including a removable hook &
loop outfit, unique facial expression and movable arms and legs! Dolls are made of molded vinyl
with polyester filling. Complete set includes all 4 dolls shown. Dolls measure 20". Each doll also
available separately.

1

LC801

Mail Carrier Costume

Children can make special deliveries all around town with our realistic mail carrier costume! The
easy-on costume includes a washable cotton/polyester jacket with a handy zipper in front, plus a
cap and an official-looking mail pouch. The school-quality costume fits children ages 3 to 6 years.

1

Nurse Costume

Children will love to care for pretend patients while dressed in our irresistible nurse costume! The
realistic, easy-on costume features cotton/polyester scrubs, an authentic-looking cap and a
working stethoscope! The school-quality costume fits children ages 3 to 6 years.⚠ WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

LC825
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Doctor Costume

The doctor is in! Children can’t wait to play dress-up with our realistic doctor costume. The easy-on
costume includes an authentic-looking lab coat with hook & loop closures that make dress-ups a
breeze. Plus, we’ve included a mirrored elastic headband that’s easy for kids to slip on and off. The
school-quality costume fits children ages 3 to 6 years.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item
contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

Chef Costume

Children can’t wait to whip up pretend meals in our kitchen-ready chef costume! The realistic, easyon costume features a checked apron with hook & loop closures that make dress-ups a breeze, plus
an adjustable chef’s hat and cute kerchief. The school-quality costume fits children ages 3 to 6
years.

1

LC855

Police Officer Costume

Perfect for pretend patrols, our realistic police officer outfit lets children keep the peace! The easyon costume features a washable cotton coat with hook & loop closures that make dress-ups a
breeze, plus an authentic-looking police hat. The school-quality costume fits children ages 3 to 6
years.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

LC848

Firefighter Costume

Children are always ready for pretend emergencies with our cute firefighter outfit! The realistic,
easy-on costume features a water-repellent coat and a sturdy plastic firefighter helmet. The schoolquality costume fits children ages 3 to 6 years.

1

Astronaut Costume

Blast off into the cosmos with a fun-to-wear costume that brings pretend space adventures to life!
The easy-on costume features a rugged vinyl coat with realistic, silkscreened details, plus handy
hook & loop closures that make dress-ups a breeze. We’ve even included an authentic-looking
helmet to make the outfit complete! The school-quality costume fits children ages 3 to 6 years.

1

LC807

LC901

LC802
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Chinese Manchurian Robe

Our traditional attire lets children experience clothing from Chinese culture! The beautiful Chinese
robe features hook & loop closures, so it’s a cinch for children to put on and take off…plus, it’s
machine-washable for super-easy care! Polyester costume fits ages 3 to 6.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING
HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

LC339

Nigerian Iro, Buba and Gele

Our traditional attire lets children experience clothing from Nigerian culture! The ceremonial iro,
buba and gele are a cinch for children to put on and take off…plus, they’re machine-washable for
super-easy care! Cotton pullover shirt, head wrap and adjustable skirt with hook & loop closure fit
ages 3 to 6.

1

PP723

Kids can ring up the fun with our real-working cash register! The built-in calculator and digital
display let kids add, subtract, multiply and divide as they ring up pretend purchases. The cash
drawer even pops open so children can figure out the correct change! The cash register has a large,
Real-Working Cash Register
solar-powered digital display; includes a “credit card” and play money. Cash register measures 10
1/2" and requires 2 “AAA” batteries (not included).⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item
contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

LC333

AZ985

GG560

25

Push-Button Play Phone

Our rugged, cordless play phone has buttons that ring when kids push them. Phone is made of
tough plastic; receiver measures 8" in length.

1

Doctor’s Office

Our complete doctor’s kit is rugged enough to last through many checkups! The big, chubby
instruments are perfectly sized for young physicians’ hands...and include a stethoscope, plastic
bandage, thermometer, blood pressure gauge and more. Set includes 11 pieces in a sturdy plastic, 8
1/2" medical bag.

1
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RE173

Little Hands Tool Tote

Young builders really get to work with this safe plastic tool set! It features 8 extra-chunky tools that
are easy to hold and sized just for little hands—including a hammer, wrench, pliers, screwdrivers &
a clicking handsaw. Set comes in an 11" tool tray for easy toting.

1

Library

Classic Birch Help-Yourself
Bookstand

JJ224

Store tons of materials quickly & easily—with a spacious storage unit that features two extra-wide
shelves and a low, easy-reach design! Specially designed with reinforced support beams, each supersturdy shelf is built to hold all types of classroom materials in a variety of sizes and weights. The
Classic Birch Store Anything
super-wide design and hardboard backing even make the unit perfect as a room divider—with
Low Classroom Shelves
smooth surfaces and eased corners for added safety! Lifetime Warranty. Fully Assembled.
GREENGUARD® Certified.

LC161

26

This sturdy wooden bookstand puts kids’ favorite books right at their fingertips! It features 5 rows
of overlapping shelves that store books neatly and accessibly—encouraging young readers to help
themselves. Lifetime Warranty. Fully Assembled. GREENGUARD® Certified.

JJ836

Comfy Rectangular Classroom
Carpet - 6' x 9' - Navy Blue

These rectangular, extra-plush carpets are made of thick, soil-resistant synthetic fiber that’s
incredibly cozy—yet rugged enough to withstand the toughest classroom use! Plus, the carpets
feature rich, inviting colors that resist fading year after year...with a sturdy, flexible backing that
provides superior support—so carpets lie flat. 10-Year Warranty.

1

1

1
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Comfy Floor Seat - Blue

Sit comfortably on the floor…anytime, anywhere! Our ingenious chairs provide flexible classroom
seating wherever you need it—ideal for soothing tots at naptime, reading a story on the carpet,
giving kids a special place to sit and so much more. Plus, each seat has a cushioned back support
that adjusts to the perfect position. Just lift the back of the seat to a comfortable height—then lay
it flat for storage! Removable microfiber cover is machine-washable.

1

Calming Colors® Pillows - Set These soft pillows are filled with squeezable foam and have a wrinkle-resistant, machine-washable
of 5
cover. You get 5 pillows in the 5 colors shown. Each pillow measures 17" x 17".

1

RA714

Paperback Classics Library

A collection of favorite storybooks…in economical paperback versions! A smart addition to any
classroom, our library features classic books like The Snowy Day and Stone Soup that are sure to
be read, reread and loved for years. Library includes 15 paperback books.

1

RR850X

Multicultural Stories
Paperback Library

Children gain pride in themselves—and increase understanding of others—as they listen to and
look at this spectacular collection of stories. We’ve included books about children from faraway
places and children from here at home, traditional stories and legends, and contemporary tales
about life today. The library consists of 12 paperback books.

1

RA131

Differing Abilities Paperback
Library

Colorful images and engaging text help children learn how people are different—and also the same!
This collection shows that children of all abilities have a lot in common…and helps dispel
stereotypes as students learn to understand and accept others. With stories about autism,
blindness, asthma and more, these 12 paperback books are ideal discussion starters.

1
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RR514

Create more storytime fun—with a kid-pleasing kit packed with everything you need to bring a
classic story to life! You get 13 adorable cloth characters and props that stick to our Storytelling
Pete the Cat®: Rocking in My
Board with Magnetic Backing or other hook & loop-receptive surfaces. Hardcover book sold
School Shoes Storytelling Kit
separately. ⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3
yrs.

1

LC269

Five Little Ducks Storytelling
Puppets

Our charming puppet set consists of all the felt characters children need to act out the classic singalong story! Just stick them onto a brushed nylon surface to enjoy the story again and again. The
set includes 7 puppet pieces; largest measures 3 3/8". Storytelling Glove sold separately.

1

LC267

Old MacDonald Storytelling
Puppets

Our charming puppet set consists of all the felt characters children need to act out the classic singalong story! Just stick them onto a brushed nylon surface to enjoy the story again and again. The
set includes 6 puppet pieces; largest measures 2 3/4". Storytelling Glove sold separately.

1

LC266

Little Red Hen Storytelling
Puppets

Our charming puppet set consists of all the felt characters children need to act out the classic singalong story! Just stick them onto a brushed nylon surface to enjoy the story again and again. The
set includes 7 puppet pieces; largest measures 2 3/4". Storytelling Glove sold separately.

1

Storytelling Lapboard

Classic stories come to life…with our easy-to-use storytelling lapboard! Perfect for small groups and
circle time, the lapboard features a brushed nylon surface that our Storytelling Puppets stick to like
magic—so it’s easy to act out favorite stories right on the board! Board measures 10" x 12".
Puppets sold separately.

1

LA998
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Tactile Letters - Uppercase

A super-engaging way to explore the alphabet…right at kids’ fingertips! Our 4" x 5" activity cards
feature extra-big uppercase letters with a special textured surface…children just trace each letter
with their fingers to develop pre-writing skills and letter recognition—and master the strokes they’ll
need to start printing! You get 26 cards.

1

LC206

Our chunky plastic uppercase letters stick to any magnetic surface—and are perfect for word
building! The set includes 35 consonants and 13 vowels in an assortment of colors. Letters measure
Magnetic Letters - Uppercase
1 3/8" tall. Magnetic board sold separately. ⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small
parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

LC207

Our chunky plastic lowercase letters stick to any magnetic surface—and are perfect for word
building! The set includes 35 consonants and 13 vowels in an assortment of colors. Letters measure
Magnetic Letters - Lowercase
approximately 1" tall. Magnetic board sold separately. ⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item
contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

LM425

Splash! Jr. Rhyming Game

A quick, easy way to introduce rhyming sounds—our super-fun pool-themed game is sure to make
a “splash”! Kids just draw an inner-tube card and keep it if they identify the picture and name a
rhyming word…or start again if they draw a “Splash!” The first player to collect 10 cards wins!
Game includes 80 cards that cover 34 rhyming sounds. For 2-4 players. Cards measure 1 3/4".

1

Lakeshore Theme Book
Libraries - Set 1

Extend the learning experience with delightful books coordinated to our theme boxes! Each library
includes 5 paperback books specially selected to complement our Lakeshore Theme Boxes - Set 1 .
Set includes all 8 libraries shown. Each library also available separately.
Topics include seasons, weather, food, nutrition, transportation, space, community, jobs and
careers, earth, environment and alphabet.

1

EE258

RE875X
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1

Writing

JJ175

Classic Birch Help-Yourself
Storage Center

With our super-accessible, kid-friendly storage center, children can easily help themselves to
classroom supplies! Our rugged birch center features 10 handy compartments in a variety of
sizes—all at just the right height for kids. Plus, the 5 open compartments on top are perfect for use
as cubbies…or with our Clear-View Bins (sold separately) for added organization! Lifetime
Warranty. Fully Assembled. GREENGUARD® Certified.

LM115

Clear-View Bins - Set of 5

End the “What’s inside?” guessing game with our Clear-View Bins. The bins are ideal for storing
toys, manipulatives, supplies—you name it! Each bin measures 13 1/2"l x 8"w x 5"h.

1

Classic Birch Space-Saver
Writing Center

Our space-saving, all-in-one writing center has room for 2 children to work side by side—with
plenty of storage space to keep materials and supplies right where kids need them! Durable
hardwood unit has a compact design to maximize classroom space…with a roomy tabletop that
features a laminate surface for easy, wipe-clean care. Plus, handy shelves and cubbies let you keep
paper, pencils and other writing supplies right at kids’ fingertips…there’s even a recessed shelf on
top for extra supplies! Assembly required. Supplies not included. Chairs sold separately. Lifetime
Warranty. GREENGUARD® Certified.

1

Colors of Nature® Stacking
Chair - 13 1/2" - Summer
Sand

Our Colors of Nature chairs are extra-comfortable and classroom-tough—and come in a huge range
of sizes to fit children and adults! Our super-rugged chairs feature easy-to-clean polypropylene
seats, heavy-gauge steel frames and color-coordinated legs with self-leveling, non-marring glides.
Plus, the easy-stacking chairs are designed to resist tipping—for maximum stability to keep children
safe! Measurements given are for seat heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, see the size
chart. Lifetime Warranty. Fully Assembled.

2

JJ726

JJ443SS
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MN6

Jumbo Pencils - Set of 36

Set includes 36 pencils; each measures 3/8" thick.

1

SU28

Standard #2 Pencils - Set of
12

Set includes one dozen pencils.

1

JJ439

31

These vivid, nontoxic markers wash from children’s hands, faces and clothing! You get a huge set of
Best-Buy Washable Broad-Tip 200 easy-grip markers with broad, tapered tips for creating bold strokes or fine lines. Pack comes
Markers - Class Pack
with 25 each of 8 bright colors—all in a sturdy, partitioned storage box.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING
HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

DB159

Jumbo Chalk Bucket

Each bucket contains 15 pieces of big, 4" chalk that’s super-easy for little hands to grip! Chalk
comes in 8 vibrant colors.

1

LA712

Bright Giant Washable Color
Ink Pads - Set of 5 Colors

What could be more fun than stamping impressions with our giant-sized ink pads—they’re big
enough for apples, leaves, even kid-sized handprints! Jumbo pads hold lots of vivid color, and the
ink is fully washable for easy cleanup! Each stamp pad measures 6" in diameter.

1
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Alphabet Giant Stampers Uppercase

Stamp out the alphabet—one letter at a time—with our incredible, king-sized stampers! Each
uppercase stamp features a silkscreened image on top, so kids can be sure the letters are facing the
right direction…and the stamps are made of dense EVA foam, so every impression comes out bright
and clear. Set includes a complete alphabet of 26 uppercase stampers. Each measures
approximately 2 1/2" tall.

1

Alphabet Giant Stampers Lowercase

Stamp out the alphabet—one letter at a time—with our incredible, king-size stampers! Each
lowercase stamp features a silkscreened image on top, so kids can be sure the letters are facing the
right direction…and the stamps are made of dense EVA foam, so every impression comes out bright
and clear. Set includes a complete alphabet of 26 lowercase stampers. Each stamper measures
approximately 2"-2 1/2" tall.

1

Let kids’ creativity soar with our versatile, multipurpose art paper! The thick, 50-pound paper is
Manila Drawing Paper - 9" x
perfect for drawing, painting, cutting and pasting. Choose from 2 different sizes; each pack includes
12" Pack of 500 Sheets
500 sheets.

2

TW506

Student Pencil Sharpener

Sharpen standard and jumbo pencils—even crayons—with our shatterproof dual sharpener! The nomess, 2 3/8" sharpener comes in assorted colors and is sized for pencils up to 3/8" thick.

2

BW632

LMNO Peas Hardcover Book

Take a word adventure through the ABCs with an entertaining pack of peas! From A for acrobats to
Z for zoologists , this colorful cast of characters coordinates with rhyming text—and provides a
unique way for little ones to explore the alphabet! Hardcover book by Keith Baker is 40 pages.

1
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BK694

How Do Dinosaurs Go to
School? Hardcover Book

An exciting cast of dinosaur characters provides a simple lesson in the wrong way—and the right
way—to behave when heading back to school! Amusing illustrations and easy-to-follow repetition
and rhyme make this the perfect read-aloud book! Hardcover book by Jane Yolen is 40 pages.

1

BK326

Children will love this circular story about a generous boy who gives a mouse a cookie…only to
If You Give a Mouse a Cookie
discover the mouse wants more and more! Each colorful page builds upon the last…creating a fun
Hardcover Book
experience with the concept of cause and effect. Hardcover book by Laura Numeroff is 30 pages.

1

BK514

Pete the Cat®: Rocking in My
School Shoes Hardcover Book

Pete the Cat returns in this delightfully illustrated story that takes the mystery out of the first day of
school! Written in a read-and-respond style that kids adore, this charming book makes a great
addition to any collection. Hardcover book by Eric Litwin is 31 pages.

1

PP717

Lakeshore Magic Board

With our irresistible magic board, children will want to practice their printing skills again and again!
The permanently attached magnetic pen makes writing fun and simple...and the easy-to-use eraser
bar lets kids clear the board in seconds—and start writing again! Board is made of sturdy plastic
and measures 10" x 10 3/4".

4

KC70

Write & Wipe Lapboard - Set
of 10

Write or draw on our dry-wipe lapboard, then simply wipe clean without a trace! Board is the
perfect size for children and sturdy enough to use right on their laps. Board measures 9" x 12".

1
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DD107

Write & Wipe Broad-Tip
Markers - Set of 4 - Black

Our dry-erase markers have broad, chiseled tips that let you create fine lines...or big, bold strokes!
Markers are nontoxic.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for
children under 3 yrs.

2

LC91

Lakeshore Clear-View Storage
Box

End the “What’s inside?” guessing game with this clear, stackable storage box! Constructed of
unbreakable, heavy-duty plastic, the storage box measures a roomy 13 1/2"l x 8"w x 5"h.

2

PP268BU

Classroom Supply Caddy Blue

Store everything from pencils and markers to bottles of glue...and transport them anywhere! Our
durable plastic caddies have a roomy interior with divided compartments that keep all your
supplies neat and organized...plus a built-in handle for easy toting. Multiple caddies even stack for
storage! Each caddy measures 9 1/4"l x 9 1/4"w x 3 1/2"h. <Supplies sold separately.

1

Art

JJ156

34

Classic Birch Spacemaker
Storage Unit

Save valuable classroom space…with a versatile storage unit that holds tons of materials! Our
rugged hardwood unit has shelves and cubbies on top that are perfect for puzzles, books, art
materials and more…plus a wide, divided storage space in the middle for hard-to-store items like
art paper and game boxes. On bottom, there are 10 easy-access cubbies that hold even more
supplies—perfect alone or with our Clear-View Bins (sold separately). Lifetime Warranty. Fully
Assembled. GREENGUARD® Certified.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts.
Not for children under 3 yrs.

1
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Our heavy-duty adjustable tables combine the timeless appeal of wood with the durability of
laminate! Each table has kid-friendly details like rounded corners & vinyl edging, plus a thick 1 1/4"
Heavy-Duty Adjustable Round
tabletop that wipes clean and resists scratches and stains. The super-sturdy steel legs even adjust
Table - 42" Diameter
to the perfect height...and come with tough nylon tips to protect classroom floors! Easy assembly.
Chairs sold separately. Lifetime Warranty.

1

Our Colors of Nature chairs are extra-comfortable and classroom-tough—and come in a huge range
of sizes to fit children and adults! Our super-rugged chairs feature easy-to-clean polypropylene
Colors of Nature® Stacking
seats, heavy-gauge steel frames and color-coordinated legs with self-leveling, non-marring glides.
Chair - 13 1/2" - Ocean Blue Plus, the easy-stacking chairs are designed to resist tipping—for maximum stability to keep children
safe! Measurements given are for seat heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, see the size
chart. Lifetime Warranty. Fully Assembled.

4

Make the most of your classroom space—with a mobile, double-sided easel that has a drying rack
built right in! Kids just clip on paper—like our Newsprint Easel Paper —to draw and paint on the
roomy write & wipe surfaces. When they’re done creating, kids can slide their artwork right onto
the drying rack below—so their artwork dries flat and safely out of the way. The drying rack
features 6 roomy shelves…and the easel has 4 locking casters, so you can roll it anywhere—and
lock it into place! Center includes 4 easel clips and 2 plastic trays to store supplies. Simple assembly.
Accessories sold separately.

1

Space-Saver Mobile Art
Center

BK682

With a purple crayon in hand, a young boy named Harold takes an exciting nighttime
adventure—through his own imagination! Children love to follow Harold as he creatively—and
Harold and the Purple Crayon
cleverly—uses his crayon to create landmarks, buildings, pies…even a boat to rescue himself from
Hardcover Book
deep water! Each of Harold’s scenarios unfolds with simple illustrations and easy-to-follow text
that capture and inspire children’s imaginations. Hardcover book by Crockett Johnson is 64 pages.

1

BK3311

A classic tale about the importance of sharing—presented in fascinating and vivid detail! Each page
The Rainbow Fish Hardcover
features vivid underwater illustrations with dazzling foil stamping, plus easy-to-follow text that will
Book
captivate young children again and again. Hardcover book by Marcus Pfister is 32 pages.

1
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BA8112

Pom-Poms - Set of 100

Our pom-poms add fuzzy fun to all kinds of craft projects. Pom-poms come in assorted sizes and
colors; largest measures 2" in diameter.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small
parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

LC120

36

Our bright, beautiful feathers are perfect for adding color and texture to arts & crafts projects!
Colored Feathers - 1-Ounce From embellishing masks and costumes to decorating collages, the possibilities are endless. Largest
feather measures 5" in length.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for
Bag
children under 3 yrs.

1

HL150

Colored Craft Sticks

Our colorful craft sticks brighten up collage projects, crafts and more! Wooden craft sticks come in
a rainbow of 6 colors. You get 500 sticks; each measures 3/8" x 4 1/2".

1

BA7112

Pipe Stems - Set of 100

Just twist and bend to form colorful, fuzzy creations! Each stem measures 12" in length.

1

LA716

Hair-Colors Crinkle Strips

These 5 realistic hair colors are perfect for lifelike self-portraits and fun paper dolls! You get 12.5
ounces of crinkle strips; each strip measures 9 1/4" in length.

1
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RY928

Make-A-Face Sheets

Make a face that’s silly, scary, happy or sad! The 100 blank paper shapes come in 8 realistic skin
tones; each shape measures 7" in length. Accessories sold separately.

1

LC564

Felt

Our colorful felt is just right for all kinds of crafts! You get 50 sheets of craft felt in 13 super-popular
colors. Each sheet measures 9" x 12".

1

LC1340X

Nylon-Bristle Paintbrushes Set of 10

These rugged, easy-grip brushes were made just for beginners…and feature plastic handles and
long-lasting nylon bristles. They’re even color-coordinated to our No-Spill Paint Cups . Set includes
10 brushes; each measures 7 1/4" in length.

1

LA820X

PX2020

37

Knock over our ingenious paint cups, and the paint won’t drip or spill—even with the top open! The
Lakeshore No-Spill Paint Cups - one-piece lids screw on and off, so refills are a breeze—and the easy-access hinged tops flip all the
Set of 10 Colors
way back...and snap shut for storage! Durable plastic paint cups measure 4" tall. Paint sold
separately.

Lakeshore Fully Washable
Liquid Tempera Paint - Pint Set of 10 Colors

No more stained, ruined clothes…these brilliant paints are completely washable from skin and
clothing! Our washable tempera paint comes ready to use in 1-pint bottles. Choose from a variety
of colors.

1

1
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EV212

Regular Dot Art Painters - Set
of 6

Gently dab our dotty painters to make dazzling patterns, or brush them on to produce a classic
painted look! Set includes 6 painters in 6 super-popular colors—all in no-splash, no-spill bottles.
Each is 2.5 fluid ounces.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for
children under 3 yrs.

1

BS525Z

Washable Watercolor Set Set of 12

These bold, beautiful watercolors are completely washable! Our set contains bright, nontoxic paint
that washes right off of children’s hands, faces and clothing, plus a paintbrush—all in a tough
plastic mixing tray. Set includes 8 watercolors.

1

LC2915

Heavy-Duty Adjustable Vinyl
Paint Apron - Red

Protect kids’ clothes during their messiest activities! Our wipe-clean, waterproof apron is made of
extra-rugged vinyl to stand up to years of use...and includes a handy belt that adjusts for artists of
all sizes!

4

LA926

Lakeshore Jumbo Colored
Pencils - Set of 12

Even little hands have no trouble grasping these chunky colored pencils! Plus, they’re extra-long, so
they'll last and last! You get 12 pencils in 12 different colors—all in a storage box. Each pencil
measures 3/8" thick and 7" in length.

1

LC386

People Colors® Jumbo
Colored Pencils - Set of 12

These jumbo pencils come in 12 natural-looking skin tones that bring kids’ creations to life—perfect
for making realistic self-portraits, drawing storybook characters and more! And, as children create,
they boost self-esteem and learn to celebrate diversity! You get 12 nontoxic pencils; each measures
a big 7" in length.

1
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VX272Z

Lakeshore 12-Color Standard
Crayons - Set of 12 Student
Packs

Perfectly sized for older children, our top-quality, nontoxic crayons let children draw with no
streaking or smearing—and no mess!

1

Best-Buy School Glue - 4Ounce Bottle

Get a super-strong hold with this water-soluble glue that sets quickly and dries clear. Safe for all
ages, it is nontoxic, washes easily off hands and clothes, and is harmless if swallowed. Glue comes
in unbreakable plastic bottles. (4-ounce and pint sizes feature easy-flow tops that actually unclog
glue bottles each time you use them!)⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts.
Not for children under 3 yrs.

5

AX20

Lakeshore Dough - Set 1 - Set Here’s nontoxic, pleasant-smelling dough in 6 super-bright colors! The lidded, 3-pound plastic tubs
of 6 Colors
keep dough fresh and pliable.

1

LL688

Learn to Count! Dough Mats

Kids learn to count with our hands-on dough mats! Each mat features an irresistible, kid-friendly
image that corresponds to a number from 1 to 20. Children simply create dough shapes to
complete the image—and build counting skills as they play! Best of all, the mats are reusable—so
little ones can practice counting from 1 to 20 again and again! You get 20 mats. Dough sold
separately.

1

PP670

Add sensory fun to arts & crafts with our foam paint—in 5 dazzling colors! Each bottle contains
stimulating foam paint…and comes with a handy plastic pump. Children just squeeze out a dollop
Foam Sensory Paint - Set of 5
and use their fingers to paint, explore the texture…and mix the vibrant colors. The paint can be
used on construction paper and washes easily from hands. You get 5 bottles; each is 5 ounces.⚠
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

RS4

39
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LA278

Uppercase Alphabet &
Number Dough Stampers

Our easy-grip stampers put the entire alphabet—and numbers 0-9—at kids’ fingertips...so they can
practice numbers and letters as they create with dough or clay! Letters and numbers are clearly
printed on each stamper, so it’s easy for children to find the one they need. You get a set of 36
nonstick plastic stampers with 4" handles. Dough sold separately.

1

TA50AC

Construction Paper - 9" x 12"
Pack of 50 Sheets - Assorted
Colors

Our construction paper is perfect for all your arts & crafts projects! Heavy-duty, 60-pound stock
construction paper comes in a variety of vibrant colors and two sizes—9" x 12" or 12" x 18".

4

TA51AC

Construction Paper - 12" x
18" Pack of 50 Sheets Assorted Colors

Our construction paper is perfect for all your arts & crafts projects! Heavy-duty, 60-pound stock
construction paper comes in a variety of vibrant colors and two sizes—9" x 12" or 12" x 18".

4

TA9

Newsprint Easel Paper - 18" x
24" Pack of 500 Sheets

The most commonly used art paper—perfect for art easels, tabletop use and more! Newsprint
paper comes in two convenient sizes.

1

Super-Safe Paper Center

Amazing art is always at your fingertips—with our help-yourself paper center! It features a supersafe “cutting” edge that lets children choose just the right amount of paper, plus a lift-out dowel
that makes replacing the rolls a snap. The hardwood paper center includes a 400-foot paper roll.
Center measures 13 3/4"w x 6 1/2"d x 5 1/4"h.

1

LC654

40
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AA696

Lakeshore Scissors Center

Our colorful, kid-sized scissors are super-easy to use! They have easy-grip plastic handles and highquality, stainless steel blades that make cutting a breeze for both righties and lefties. Plus, the
scissors come in a handy caddy that keeps them organized—right where kids can reach them! You
get 12 pairs of blunt-tip scissors and a hardwood and acrylic caddy. Caddy measures 7 3/4"w x 5"d
x 4 1/4"h.

1

LA416

Classroom Carry-All Supply
Caddy

There’s no better way to organize art centers and craft projects! Lightweight, portable and handy
as can be, our convenient carry-all comes with 8 plastic storage cups that are perfect for all kinds of
art supplies, from pipe stems and craft sticks to crayons and scissors. The kid-safe metal carry-all
measures 7 1/8" x 14". Supplies not included.

1

Our versatile mats let kids get as messy as they want—while tables stay clean! The flexible mats are
Messy Mats - Set of 5 - 14" x
perfect for use with markers, dough, paint or glue. Each size includes 5 easy-clean plastic mats in 5
20"
colors. Dough and dough tools sold separately.

1

TG165

Music & Movement

JJ165

41

This incredibly versatile unit makes it a cinch to store tons of classroom supplies…in super-easy
reach! Perfect alone or with our Clear-View Bins (sold separately), our hardwood unit has 8
Classic Birch 8-Cubby Storage
spacious cubbies that hold everything from children’s belongings to art supplies, manipulatives and
Unit
more…or add it to our larger Classic Birch 12-Cubby Storage Unit or Classic Birch 20-Cubby Storage
Unit for even more storage space! Lifetime Warranty. Fully Assembled. GREENGUARD® Certified.

1
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WT111

Clear-View Bins - Set of 8

End the “What’s inside?” guessing game with our Clear-View Bins. The bins are ideal for storing
toys, manipulatives, supplies—you name it! Each bin measures 13 1/2" x 8" x 5" high.

1

CE326

CD & Cassette Player with
BLUETOOTH®

A CD and cassette player equipped with BLUETOOTH wireless technology! Our portable,
multifunction player lets you wirelessly stream music from BLUETOOTH devices, such as phones
and tablets. It also has a programmable CD player, a cassette player and recorder, an FM
radio…plus an auxiliary jack for non-BLUETOOTH devices. There are even six 1/8" headphone
jacks—perfect for letting multiple children listen at the same time! Player measures 13 1/4" in
length and plugs into the wall or runs on 8 “C” batteries. Batteries, phone, tape and CD not
included.

1

CD281

Multicultural Movement Fun
CD

This exciting collection gets children dancing and moving while they explore other cultures—from
Brazil to Japan! Featuring songs from 16 locations around the world, the CD is filled with guided
activities for dance, rhythm sticks, bean bags and parachute play. CD includes 19 tracks.

1

EB723D

Children of the World CD

These 16 exciting songs get children moving and singing…as they discover the cultures and customs
of other countries!

1

CD101

Sing, Learn & Play CD
Collection

Our fantastic collection of all-time favorite tunes has something for every occasion and mood, from
good-morning songs and classic nursery rhymes to learning songs, classical music and more! This
huge collection of 20 CDs features 250 songs that get children moving, singing and learning…and
comes in a fold-open case for easy access and storage.

1
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YH8D

Kids in Motion CD

Kids love to get moving to the catchy beats of Greg & Steve! The songs in the collection encourage
children to boogie, balance and even freeze in place. CD includes 15 tracks.

1

TT681

Activity Scarves

Get children moving! Our bright nylon scarves are lots of fun to wave, toss, twirl and more—perfect
for music and movement activities and fun at home! Set includes 12 scarves.

1

Egg Shakers - Set of 12

It’s easy to introduce little ones to rhythm and music with our colorful egg shakers! The rugged
plastic shakers are filled with beads that rattle with every shake…and the fun egg shape fits right
inside children’s hands! Set includes 12 egg shakers in 4 colors; shakers measure 2 1/4".⚠
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small ball. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

LC1415

15-Player Rhythm Set

Our instrument set is specially coordinated to offer the widest possible range of sound and rhythm
experiences for up to 15 players! This set contains instruments carefully selected to assure superior
quality and tone at reasonable prices, and includes 1 each of tambourine, tom-tom, jingle clog,
triangle, wrist & ankle bells, cluster bells, hand bell and guiro tone block; 1 pair of brass cymbals
and maracas; plus 2 pairs of sand blocks and rhythm sticks. Set comes in a handy plastic storage box
with a lid.

1

HH710

Shake & Move Ribbon Bells Set of 6

Little ones get moving and grooving—as they shake, wave and twirl our fun ribbon bells! Each one
has an easy-grip wooden handle with 3 permanently attached bells…plus long, 19" ribbons in a
rainbow of colors. Set includes 6 bells; handles measure 7".

1

EG648
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$139.00

Listening Center

CE326

CD & Cassette Player with
BLUETOOTH®

A CD and cassette player equipped with BLUETOOTH wireless technology! Our portable,
multifunction player lets you wirelessly stream music from BLUETOOTH devices, such as phones
and tablets. It also has a programmable CD player, a cassette player and recorder, an FM
radio…plus an auxiliary jack for non-BLUETOOTH devices. There are even six 1/8" headphone
jacks—perfect for letting multiple children listen at the same time! Player measures 13 1/4" in
length and plugs into the wall or runs on 8 “C” batteries. Batteries, phone, tape and CD not
included.

FF289

Best-Buy Storage Center Only

Compact metal storage center only; designed to fit our junction box and our Portable CD Player .
Center includes handy hooks for headphones and storage space for books and CDs. Center
measures 12"w x 9"d x 9 1/4"h.

1

Specially sized for kids, our classroom-quality headphones feature comfortable, wipe-clean ear
cushions and adjustable vinyl headbands that won’t stretch out or lose their shape. The
Listening Center Headphones
headphones include 1/4" and 1/8" adaptor plugs and are perfect with our 8-Station Junction
Boxes .⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

4

This outstanding collection features delightful, literacy-building stories that are perfect for reading
and singing aloud! Each title includes a beautifully illustrated book that brings a favorite children’s
song to life…plus a lively CD with both sing-along and instrumental versions of the song. The
collection comes with 5 paperback books and 5 corresponding CDs.

1

FN2924C

RA199

44

Sing-Along Read-Along
Classics with CDs
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Our sturdy metal carrier holds up to 20 Easy-Stack Cots ! Plus, it features 4 heavy-duty casters for
super-easy transport. Comes in navy blue. Easy-Stack Cots sold separately. Fully Assembled.

1

Rest Time

LC1591

45

Easy-Stack Cot Carrier

FF970OB

Comfy, durable and super-low to the ground—our child-sized cot is perfect for resting and relaxing!
Colors of Nature® Easy-Stack The stackable cot has a stretch-resistant, 300-denier polyester cover with heat-sealed seams and a
Cot - Set of 5 - Ocean Blue wipe-clean, vinyl-coated surface. Plus, its lightweight polypropylene frame has rounded corners to
keep children safe. Lifetime Warranty. Fully Assembled.

1

FF977OB

Comfy, durable and super-low to the ground—our child-sized cot is perfect for resting and relaxing!
Colors of Nature® Easy-Stack The stackable cot has a stretch-resistant, 300-denier polyester cover with heat-sealed seams and a
wipe-clean, vinyl-coated surface. Plus, its lightweight polypropylene frame has rounded corners to
Cot - Ocean Blue
keep children safe. Lifetime Warranty. Fully Assembled.

1

FF970FG

Comfy, durable and super-low to the ground—our child-sized cot is perfect for resting and relaxing!
Colors of Nature® Easy-Stack The stackable cot has a stretch-resistant, 300-denier polyester cover with heat-sealed seams and a
Cot - Set of 5 - Forest Green wipe-clean, vinyl-coated surface. Plus, its lightweight polypropylene frame has rounded corners to
keep children safe. Lifetime Warranty. Fully Assembled.

1
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FF977FG

Comfy, durable and super-low to the ground—our child-sized cot is perfect for resting and relaxing!
Colors of Nature® Easy-Stack The stackable cot has a stretch-resistant, 300-denier polyester cover with heat-sealed seams and a
wipe-clean, vinyl-coated surface. Plus, its lightweight polypropylene frame has rounded corners to
Cot - Forest Green
keep children safe. Lifetime Warranty. Fully Assembled.

1

FF970SS

Comfy, durable and super-low to the ground—our child-sized cot is perfect for resting and relaxing!
Colors of Nature® Easy-Stack The stackable cot has a stretch-resistant, 300-denier polyester cover with heat-sealed seams and a
Cot - Set of 5 - Summer Sand wipe-clean, vinyl-coated surface. Plus, its lightweight polypropylene frame has rounded corners to
keep children safe. Lifetime Warranty. Fully Assembled.

1

FF977SS

Comfy, durable and super-low to the ground—our child-sized cot is perfect for resting and relaxing!
Colors of Nature® Easy-Stack The stackable cot has a stretch-resistant, 300-denier polyester cover with heat-sealed seams and a
Cot - Summer Sand
wipe-clean, vinyl-coated surface. Plus, its lightweight polypropylene frame has rounded corners to
keep children safe. Lifetime Warranty. Fully Assembled.

1

LC1589Z

Lakeshore Cot Sheet - Set of
12

Polyester/cotton sheet has elastic bands to hold it in place for a snug fit. Machine-washable and
dryer-safe.

1

LC1589

Lakeshore Cot Sheet

Polyester/cotton sheet has elastic bands to hold it in place for a snug fit. Machine-washable and
dryer-safe.

6
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3

Gross Motor

LA154

Lakeshore School Trike

So safe, comfortable and easy to ride…this classic trike is guaranteed to be a playground favorite!
The trike is designed for superior stability, yet it’s so lightweight and easy to pedal, children can
make it go effortlessly. Plus, a contoured seat and concealed hardware ensure safety. Trike
measures 29 1/2" in length; seat measures 13 1/2" high. Simple assembly. 5-Year Warranty.

CS417

Child-Sized Safety Helmet Small

Little heads get all the protection they need with our safety helmets. They’re made of extra-dense
styrene with a super-tough, protective coating, so they’re lightweight and impact-resistant. Plus,
adjustable straps and soft padding ensure a comfortable fit.

2

CS418

Child-Sized Safety Helmet Medium

Little heads get all the protection they need with our safety helmets. They’re made of extra-dense
styrene with a super-tough, protective coating, so they’re lightweight and impact-resistant. Plus,
adjustable straps and soft padding ensure a comfortable fit.

1

Lakeshore Active Play Kit

Everything you need for tons of fun-filled active play—in one giant, value-packed kit! Our all-in-one
kit features 10 durable playground balls in 3 different styles…6 weighted beginner’s jump ropes
with easy-grip handles…1 long, 14' jump rope for group activities…plus 10 color cones, 6 game
hoops and 18 color and number beanbags that are perfect for coordination games, obstacle
courses and more! You get a total of 51 pieces. Hoops measure 24". Balls are easy to inflate and
deflate with our Automatic Ball Inflator (sold separately).

1

AA508
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Sand/Water Table (Sensory)

LA309

48

Our lightweight, portable table sets up anywhere—indoors or out—for instant sand & water play!
The big plastic tub provides lots of room for digging and scooping…yet it’s a breeze to lift out of the
Economy Sand & Water Table
sturdy aluminum stand for emptying and cleaning. And it’s so easy to adjust the height of the stand:
The simple push-button design lets you change the height in a flash. Easy assembly.

1

LA315

Top for Economy Sand &
Water Table

Top easily fits on our Economy Sand & Water Table (sold separately). Plastic top measures 20" x 27
1/4".

1

TT233

Mold & Play Sensory Sand 2.2-Pound Bag

Get ready for an amazing sensory experience! Our squeezable, easy-to-shape sand feels and molds
like wet sand but is completely dry and sticks only to itself! It’s soft and irresistible to the
touch—inspiring hours of hands-on, tactile exploration!

1

EE354

Wacky Water Droppers - Set
of 4

It has never been more fun to explore the properties of water, compare water flow or even
practice color mixing! As kids squirt water through the wacky, see-inside tubes, they make
predictions and observations—and learn to think like scientists! The 4 plastic droppers measure 6
3/4" and come with a guide.

1
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PP439

Lakeshore Water Play Kit

Children have so much fun playing with our water play kit, they don’t even know they’re learning
about the properties of water! The 38 plastic pieces include funnels, beakers, spoons, eyedroppers,
cups and more—all in a mesh bag, with a guide. Tallest waterwheel measures 9 3/4".⚠
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

EE607

Easy-Grip Safety Tweezers Set of 12

Even beginners can grab and lift all sorts of small objects with our jumbo-sized, kid-friendly
tweezers! Perfect for fine motor activities, learning centers, sorting games and more, each pair of
sturdy plastic tweezers features safe, rounded edges…plus an extra-long handle that’s a cinch for
little hands to maneuver. Set includes 12 tweezers; each measures 7" in length.

1

Cozy Area

49

LC805

Quiet Time Privacy Cube

Give children their very own place to read and relax! Our sturdy wooden cube has an open design
that keeps kids in easy view…while providing a private, distraction-free environment where they
can rest or read. Assembly required. Cushion sold separately. Lifetime Warranty. GREENGUARD®
Certified.

LC806

Cushion for Quiet Time
Privacy Cube

This soft vinyl cushion makes our Quiet Time Privacy Cube extra-comfy! Cushion measures
approximately 27 3/4" x 28 7/8".

1

1
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AA708

Moods & Emotions Mirrors

Children identify and understand a range of moods and emotions…with skill-building mirrors that
boost social-emotional awareness! Each features a safe, shatterproof mirror on one side and an
expressive photo on the other—helping children recognize and identify each emotion in
themselves! You get a set of 6 plastic mirrors with chubby, easy-grip handles. Each measures 8
1/4".

1

FF465

Help children understand that people have all kinds of moods and emotions—with engaging, photoillustrated books that boost social-emotional development! As children explore each book, they
Moods & Emotions Book Set
learn to understand their own feelings, as well as the feelings of others. Set includes 6 paperback
books; each is 24 pages.

1

Classroom Furniture/Supplies

50

JJ376

Classic Birch Individual Coat
Lockers for 10

Give children their own personal space to store all their belongings—with individual lockers for 10
different students! Our hardwood unit features 10 super-roomy lockers, each with a safe, rounded
coat hook…plus 10 individual cubbies for books, shoes, important papers and more! Lifetime
Warranty. Fully Assembled. GREENGUARD® Certified.

1

JJ378

Classic Birch Individual Coat
Lockers for 8

Give children their own personal space to store all their belongings—with individual lockers for 8
different students! Our hardwood unit features 8 super-roomy lockers, each with a safe, rounded
coat hook…plus 8 individual cubbies for books, shoes, important papers and more! Lifetime
Warranty. Fully Assembled. GREENGUARD® Certified.

1
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Classic Birch Store-It-All
Teaching Center

Our space-saving hardwood unit combines 2 teaching easels and tons of storage space...in one
incredible center! Easy-rolling, 4-sided unit has a magnetic write & wipe board on front, plus a
roomy board on back for stick-on props—with handy shelves below each board that are accessible
from either side. And there’s lots of additional storage space on each side of the center—including
slotted compartments for big books! There are even handy rings on front & back to hang pocket
charts. With 4 locking casters. Lifetime Warranty. Fully Assembled. GREENGUARD® Certified.

1

PP309

Our cozy carpets in calming colors are an ideal place for kids to relax, enjoy storytime and more!
Calming Colors® A Place for
The rich earth tones are a great alternative to traditional bold colors…plus, each comfortable carpet
Everyone Carpet for 30 Kids is soil-resistant, fade-resistant and has extra-roomy squares! Each includes a guide with activity
9' x 12'
suggestions. 10-Year Warranty.

1

DG585

Our heavy-duty tables combine the timeless appeal of wood with the durability of laminate! Each
table has kid-friendly details like rounded corners & vinyl edging, plus a thick 1 1/4" tabletop that
Heavy-Duty Adjustable
wipes clean and resists scratches and stains. The super-sturdy steel legs even adjust to the perfect
Rectangular Table - 30" x 48"
height...and come with tough nylon tips to protect classroom floors! Easy assembly. Chairs sold
separately. Lifetime Warranty.

3

JJ832

JJ443SS

JJ444SS
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Colors of Nature® Stacking
Chair - 13 1/2" - Summer
Sand

Our Colors of Nature chairs are extra-comfortable and classroom-tough—and come in a huge range
of sizes to fit children and adults! Our super-rugged chairs feature easy-to-clean polypropylene
seats, heavy-gauge steel frames and color-coordinated legs with self-leveling, non-marring glides.
Plus, the easy-stacking chairs are designed to resist tipping—for maximum stability to keep children
safe! Measurements given are for seat heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, see the size
chart. Lifetime Warranty. Fully Assembled.

18

Colors of Nature® Stacking
Chair - 15 1/2" - Summer
Sand

Our Colors of Nature chairs are extra-comfortable and classroom-tough—and come in a huge range
of sizes to fit children and adults! Our super-rugged chairs feature easy-to-clean polypropylene
seats, heavy-gauge steel frames and color-coordinated legs with self-leveling, non-marring glides.
Plus, the easy-stacking chairs are designed to resist tipping—for maximum stability to keep children
safe! Measurements given are for seat heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, see the size
chart. Lifetime Warranty. Fully Assembled.

1
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JJ444OB

Our Colors of Nature chairs are extra-comfortable and classroom-tough—and come in a huge range
of sizes to fit children and adults! Our super-rugged chairs feature easy-to-clean polypropylene
seats, heavy-gauge steel frames and color-coordinated legs with self-leveling, non-marring glides.
Colors of Nature® Stacking
Chair - 15 1/2" - Ocean Blue Plus, the easy-stacking chairs are designed to resist tipping—for maximum stability to keep children
safe! Measurements given are for seat heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, see the size
chart. Lifetime Warranty. Fully Assembled.

1

LA623

Now you can identify materials and supplies in an instant...with our super-convenient labeling
Self-Adhesive Classroom
pockets! Just slip a labeling card into each pocket, then stick the self-adhesive pockets onto
Labeling Pockets - Set of 30 drawers, cubbies, cots and more. Sets are available in 3 different sizes; each set includes 30 pockets
3 5/8" x 3 5/8"
and 35 blank labeling cards.

1

Our chart tablet is perfect for small-group or whole-class instruction! Great for pictures, diagrams,
spelling lists and more, tablet includes 50 unruled sheets; each measures 27" x 34".

1

TA3385

Unruled Chart Tablet

Total: $25,000.70
**Please include appropriate sales tax for your area or provide us with your sales tax exempt number.
When placing your order, please reference proposal # c.747 on your purchase order.
Complete Classrooms® service is provided for orders of $20,000 or more that ship to a single location in the contiguous United States.
Additional charges may apply for remote locations.
Prices valid through 12/31/2022 except in the event of significant factors outside our control, such as government-imposed tariffs.
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